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J. T. Dente , Chai man
SWR Daners' Group
P. O. Box 270
Hartford, CT 06101 .

'

Dear Mr. Dente:

SU5 JECT: NUREG-0737 ITEM IIf E.2.4(7):CONTAINMENT ISOLATION
'

.

DEPENDASILITY - ISOLATION ON HIGH RADIATION

Your letter dated June 29, 1981 transmitted an evaluation of the
BWR Owners' Group for the subject item.

We have reviewed this submittal and detemined that the Owners' Group
rationale for not installing a radiation i-solation signal on purge
valves is not acceptable. The basis for our determination is contained
in the attached evaluation. ;

Zach licensee who endorsed the Owners' Group position will be advised
sesarately of the results of our review. -

'

Si ncerely_'el signed byOr!g..

De.rrcl. O. Eiser. hut

Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director
Division of Licensing

,

Enclosure: .

Safety Evaluation Report

cc: BWR OG Members

XA Copy Has Been Sent to PDR

SH203 6
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS BRANCH

Z"ALUATION OF BWR OWNERS GROUP

POSITION ON ITEM II.E.4.2(7) 0F NUREG-0737

In NUREG-0737, Item II.E.4.2(7), we state that containment purge and
vent isolation valves must close on a hicn radiation. signal. The BWR
Owners Group has performed an assessment to determine the benefits of
providing automatic closure of the containc.ent vent and purge valves :
on a containment nigh radiation signal. This assessment, contained'
in a letter from J. T. Dente to D. G. Eisenhut, dated June 29, 1981,
concludes that this automatic closure on a high radiation signal will
not appreciably alter the probability for significant releases of
radioactivity through these lines. The basis for the BWR Owners
Group conclusion relies on the following points:

1) Automatic isolation is already achieved through diverse inputs
(high drywell pressure and low react'or water level);

2) The containment. vent and purge valves are normally closed; ;

3) Several diverse methods exist for detection of primary coolant
boundary leakage that could indicate to the operator that a high -

radiation condition in the containment may exist; and
t.

4) Pipe breaks less than the technical specification limits that are
not immediately isolated by the operator result in offsite doses -

less than 10 CFR Part 100 dose limits.

It is the staff's posi.tior. that the above arguments for not having a
nigh radiation isolation signal for the large containment vent and
purge valves (greater than 3" in diameter) are inadequate. The staff -

strongly believes that these valves should be isolated on the basis
of a direct measurement of the parameter that the containment isolation
system is designed to protect the public from, i.e., radiation. This
view is based on the potentially greater impact on offsite doses '

relative to releases thru other. lines penetrating the containment,
since the vent and purge lines provide a direct path from the containment
atmosphere to the environs. The staff's view is that having indirect
parameters as isolation signals, such as high drywell pressure or low
reactor water level, is insufficient for assuring that these valves will
close in a timely manner.
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